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Continuing study.
+
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+

8mg
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12mg
16mg

++

20mg 4/23/77 9:50AM=[0:00][1:00-1:10] dusty smell & taste - quiet window - I
could drive - but would "hurry to the club" [2:20] I like - not deep but
pleasant - quiet window of ~50% [4:00] still - ≅ 80-100mg MDA or better, a
slow MDM or MMDA-2. much like 30mg MMDA-2 - same (slow) speed - same
potency. [5:00] some orange enhancement?- [8:00] - completely clear - no
residues - no gritty. ++.

++

25mg 4/29/77 10:00AM=[0:00] slight awareness [1:10] -dry nose- development of
window but slowly. this is the 1/2 hr point of MDMA. [2:00] a completely
functional level of intoxication. For a protracted intox, combine 80mg MDMA
+25mg MEM, the MDMA covers 1/2hr -> 1 1/2hr, and this 1hr -> 3 or 4hrs!
[2:15] nice buzz - nothing is crawling. would it for someone else? [3:30]
still there. overall ++, and I am (or would be) fulling willing to go to
++++. This is not TMA-2. No teeth gritty either. [4:00] begin to drop.
window closing [5:30] mentally almost out. physically some residue - fingers
of left hand numb - pleasure in shaking my body. still no teeth grit. [7:00]
mental completely out - trace physical. Excellent sleep - no AM residues.
Superior to MMDA-2.

++

30mg 5/4/77 11:10AM=[0:00][0:45] early warning alert [1:00]-[1:05] window
developing but slowly. 5%? [1:20] to 20% [1:30] challenge in public - drive
to Donner - fine eat lunch - 2 hr conversation [with] Robert, Dorothy+Matkin
- sensible [3:30] back to 74B driving fine - can handle anything - Complete
window? Hard to tell - might as well be. [4:00] still completely stoned pure clear window - strong temptation to add something to experiment
(exploit the window, or blast it wider) resist. my interpretation is fine talk fine - handle any situation. motor excellent - pulse 80 - I am just
stoned. 100% window, 0% anything in addition. [5:00] still there [5:40]
notice first drop [6:00] straightening out very quickly [8:00] sober in
every way. physical never was much - mental is clear the [3:00] is a sure
plateau which would allow a second drug challenge.

++
+

30mg 5/11/77 9:00AM see saturation expt. p233 MEM = ++.
40mg 5/21/77 9:15AM see saturation expt. p233 MEM = +

+++

60mg -9/14/77 3 days EH 10:30AM=[0:00] take 30mg [0:35] alert [1:00] some
development [1:30] between + and ++, take 30 more [2:10][0-40] a super MDMA
high - all entertainment - no LSD - still coming on [3:00 1:30] full +++ but
functional - phone talk OK - into self-destructive mood - note to Benita It
was MW who stabilized - concept of [5:30PM] - Ann to French class. [7:00]
pretty much out - [12:00] only a residual clear - teeth rubby. easy sleep.
full +++ I will repeat some day.

++

40mg 11/18/77 9:10AM=[0:00] 1 day after MDMA q.v. alert ~[0:50][1:00] start
[2:00] between + & ++ [3:00] a valid sparkling ++ [4:00] still something
[9:00] clear. fun. try again. ++
see 260

pages 80,151

others 15-40mg p78.

